Spring 2022

AS AM 2: ASIAN AMERICAN MIGRATION SINCE 1965: ASIANS AND OTHERS IN THE UNITED STATES
Lecturer Ben Zulueta

AS AM 5: INTRO TO ASIAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Professor erin Khue Ninh

AS AM 8: INTRO TO ASIAN AMERICAN GENDER AND SEXUALITY
Professor Alexander Cho

AS AM 71: INTRO TO ASIAN AMERICAN RELIGIONS
Professor Rudy Busto

AS AM 110: TRANSNATIONAL ASIAN AMERICA
Lecturer Jason Stohler

AS AM 111: ASIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES AND CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
Lecturer Lily Anne Welty Tamai

AS AM 116: ASIAN AMERICANS AND THE LAW
Lecturer Jason Stohler

AS AM 142: PLAYSIA
TBD

AS AM 162: ASIAN AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH
Professor erin Khue Ninh